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The Archer Abigail Roux
Book Pipeline 2017 Grand Prize Winner Winner of the Audiofile Magazine 2018 Earphones
Award for Fiction For fans of Lauren Oliver and Kazuo Ishiguro, The Last to See Me is a
spellbinding American ghost story deftly weaving past and present into an unforgettable
narrative about a young woman's fight for a life of her own—long after her life is over. Over one
hundred years ago, Emma Rose Finnis was born and died in the remote northern California
town she now haunts. When she was alive, she was a lowly chambermaid and worse, a Finnis.
Now, no one remembers her hardworking life and her grand dreams—because there are none
left to remember. In a world where phantoms are considered "unclean," the spirits of her town
have already been swept away. All except Emma Rose. But when a determined hunter arrives
with instructions to extinguish her once and for all, Emma Rose refuses to be hounded from
her haunt, the stately Lambry Mansion. She's earned her place and she’ll keep it—even if it
means waging a war on the living. After all, she's got nothing left to lose. The same might not
be said for those who still enjoy the luxury of a breath . . .
THE FIRST PSY/CHANGELING NOVEL from the New York Times bestselling author of
Shards of Hope, Shield of Winter, and Heart of Obsidian... The book that Christine Feehan
called "a must-read for all of my fans." In a world that denies emotions, where the ruling Psy
punish any sign of desire, Sascha Duncan must conceal the feelings that brand her as flawed.
To reveal them would be to sentence herself to the horror of “rehabilitation”—the complete
psychic erasure of everything she ever was…Both human and animal, Lucas Hunter is a
Changeling hungry for the very sensations the Psy disdain. After centuries of uneasy
coexistence, these two races are now on the verge of war over the brutal murders of several
Changeling women. Lucas is determined to find the Psy killer who butchered his packmate,
and Sascha is his ticket into their closely guarded society. But he soon discovers that this icecold Psy is very capable of passion—and that the animal in him is fascinated by her. Caught
between their conflicting worlds, Lucas and Sascha must remain bound to their identities—or
sacrifice everything for a taste of darkest temptation…
From the balcony of his house, Mike Haines can see the quiet, commonplace beauty of the
Holliday farm. But what he remembers is the little sister of his high school girlfriend, Dusty who
grew up there. As a teen, Dusty had gone off the rails but when she was a kid, she was sweet,
she was funny and she had a special bond with Mike. But after high school, she took off and
Mike never saw her again. Then tragedy strikes Dusty’s family, she comes back into town and
Mike thinks she hasn't changed back to the sweet, funny girl he knew but instead continued to
be selfish and thoughtless, leaving her family alone to deal with their mourning. So he seeks
her out and confronts her in an effort to understand what went wrong and to force her to sort
herself out. He finds out quickly he’s wrong about Dusty Holliday. Very wrong. And right after
Mike discovers that, the bond they had years before snaps back into place in ways he would
never suspect. But Mike Haines had a bad marriage then he played games of the heart for a
good woman. And lost. In order to protect himself and his kids, he’s cautious, he’s careful to
read the signs and he’s not interested in finding a woman he has to fix. Then he learns what
happened to Dusty and he thinks she needs to be fixed. He swings, he misses and in this new
game of hearts, for Dusty, Mike just got strike three.
Audrey Callahan left behind her life in the Edge, and she's determined to stay on the straight
and narrow. But when her brother gets into hot water, the former thief takes on one last heist
and finds herself matching wits with a jack of all trades... Kaldar Mar-a gambler, lawyer, thief,
and spy-expects his latest assignment tracking down a stolen item to be a piece of cake, until
Audrey shows up. But when the item falls into the hands of a lethal criminal, Kaldar realizes
that in order to finish the job, he's going to need Audrey's help...
Special Agents Ty Grady and Zane Garrett have managed the impossible: a few months of
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peace and quiet. After nearly a year of personal and professional turmoil, they're living together
conflict-free, work is going smoothly, and they're both happy, healthy, and home every night
before dark. But anyone who knows them knows that can't possibly last. When an emergency
call from home upsets the balance of their carefully arranged world, Ty and Zane must juggle
family drama with a perplexing crime to save a helpless victim before time runs out. From the
mountains of West Virginia to a remote Texas horse ranch harboring more than just livestock
and childhood memories, Ty and Zane must face their fears — and their families — to overcome
an unlikely enemy and bring peace back into their newly shared world.
After barely surviving a shootout in New Orleans, Sidewinder medic Kelly Abbott has to suffer
through a month of recovery before he can return home to Colorado. He's not surprised when
fellow Sidewinder Nick O'Flaherty stays with him in New Orleans. Nor is he surprised when
Nick travels home with him to help him get back on his feet — after all, years on the same
Marine Force Recon team bonded the men in ways that only bleeding for a brother can. He's
very surprised, though, when Nick humors his moment of curiosity and kisses him. Nick knows
all of Kelly's quirks and caprices, so the kiss was a low-risk move on his part...or so he thought.
But what should've been a simple moment unleashes a flood of confusing emotions and urges
that neither man is prepared to address. Now, Kelly and Nick must figure out what they mean
to each other — friends and brothers in arms, or something even deeper? — before the past can
come back to ruin their tenuous future.
After witnessing a mob hit, surgeon Jack Francisco is put into protective custody to keep him
safe until he can testify. A hitman known only as D is blackmailed into killing Jack, but when he
tracks him down, his weary conscience won't allow him to murder an innocent man. Finding in
each other an unlikely ally, Jack and D are soon on the run from shadowy enemies. Forced to
work together to survive, the two men forge a bond that ripens into unexpected passion. Jack
sees the wounded soul beneath D's cold, detached exterior, and D finds in Jack the person
who can help him reclaim the man he once was. As the day of Jack's testimony approaches,
he and D find themselves not only fighting for their lives... but also fighting for their future. A
future together.
It’s been five years since Special Agents Ty Grady and Zane Garrett first worked together to
solve the Tri-State murders, and time has been both harsh and kind. Engaged now, they face
the challenge of planning a deeply uncertain future together. Zane is at the pinnacle of his
career with one last mystery to solve, while Ty is at sea in a world where he’s no longer the tip
of a spear. There’s just one more hurdle in the way of their happy ever after: a traitor from
their inner circle who threatens to burn their world to the ground. Squeezed between the Vega
cartel, an unknown mole, and too many alphabet agencies to count, Ty and Zane must gather
all their strength and resources to beat the longest odds they’ve ever faced. To make it out
alive, they’ll need help from every friend they’ve got. Even the friends who might betray their
trust.
Includes excerpt of sequel, Fish & Chips.
Just when he thinks he’s got the girl…life has a few more curveballs to throw his way. Ford
“Truck” Laughlin and Mary Weston have weathered their share of storms over the last couple
years. Truck’s job, Mary’s health. His bossiness, her bitchiness. All while dancing around their
intense attraction. Mary’s tried to push him away for his own good but Truck won’t let her give
up…on herself or on them. Just when she decides they deserve a fair shot, disaster strikes.
Truck has wanted Mary since the moment he saw her. The prickly woman pushes all his
buttons and looks beyond his scarred exterior, something few women have managed. His plan
to take their relationship to the next level is stalled when he’s injured on a mission. And he’s
barely feeling like his old self again before the couple is dealt another blow, one that could
permanently end their chances…and their lives. **Rescuing Mary is the 9th book in the Delta
Force Heroes Series. Usually my books are stand-alones, but in this case, I feel you would get
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more enjoyment out of the story if you read the other books first, since Mary and Truck’s
relationship evolves throughout the series. If nothing else, I recommend reading the first book
in the series, Rescuing Rayne, where their relationship began. --- Read what others are saying
about New York Times bestselling author, Susan Stoker: "Susan Stoker is the master of
military romantic suspense. She's my go-to author for sexy alpha hero and strong, sassy
heroines." Riley Edwards, USAT Bestselling Author “Susan Stoker never disappoints. She
delivers alpha males with heart and heroines with moxie.” Jana Aston, NYT Bestselling Author
No one does military romance like Susan Stoker!” Corinne Michaels, NYT Bestselling Author
“Susan Stoker knows what women want. A hot hero who needs to save a damsel in
distress…even if she can save herself!” CD Reiss, NYT Bestselling Author “When you pick up
a Susan Stoker book you know exactly what you’re going to get…a hot alpha hero and a smart,
sassy heroine. I can’t get enough!” Jessica Hawkins, USAT Bestselling Author “I love reading
about men in uniform and Susan always delivers…the full package!” Kayti McGee “Susan
writes the perfect blend of tough, alpha heroes and strong yet vulnerable heroines. I always
feel emotionally satisfied at the end of one of her stories!” Meghan March, NYT Bestselling
Author “One thing I love about Susan Stoker’s books is that she knows how to deliver a
perfect HEA while still making sure the villain gets what he/she deserves!” T.M. Frazier, NYT
Bestselling Author --- Read the entire Delta Force Heroes romance series, starting with the
USA Today bestselling start! Rescuing Rayne Rescuing Emily Rescuing Harley Marrying Emily
Rescuing Kassie Rescuing Bryn Rescuing Casey Rescuing Sadie Rescuing Wendy Rescuing
Mary Rescuing Macie Topics: contemporary romance, military romance, series, romantic
suspense series, mystery, bbw romance, funny romance, modern romance, urban romance,
Texas, Texas romance, wealthy, USA today, USA today bestseller, homeless romance, city
romance, smart romance, mystery, dogs in romance, lighthearted romance, hot romance,
susan stoker, susan stoker romance, proposal, proposal romance, engagement, engagement
romance, new york times bestseller romance, NYT romance, new york times romance, sexy,
heartwarming, heart-warming, family, love, love books, kissing books, emotional journey,
contemporary, contemporary romance, romance series, long series, long romance series,
army, army series, former military, cop, police officer, policeman, cop romance, firefighter,
fireman, fireman romance, sassy, strong heroine, captivating romance, hot, hot romance,
forbidden love, sparks, loyalty, swoon, contemporary, rescue, kidnap, handicap, justice, Texas,
Officer, enlisted, daughter, shelter, claiming, defending, securing, protect, damsel in distress,
hospital, doctor, drama, action and adventure, action romance, Texas, Delta Force, Army
romance, veteran, disabled veteran, former soldier, soldier, romantic, Killeen, Fort Hood,
rescue, HEA, Other readers of Stoker's books enjoyed books by: Riley Edwards, Caitlyn
O'Leary, Maryann Jordan, Dale Mayer, Lynn Raye Harris, Cat Johnson, Alexis Abbott, Meli
Raine, Nicole Elliot, Lori Ryan, Meghan March, Kristin Ashley, Kris Michaels, Brittney Sahin,
Sharon Hamilton, Catherine Cowles, Lexi Blake, Piper Davenport, Abbie Zanders, Lani Lynn
Vale, and Kristen Proby.
One Thing: Book Two Dustin Davis spent years wishing for a prince but kissing frog after slimy
frog. When he sees Archer Kyriakides for the first time, Dusty thinks his luck has finally
changed. Archer could be it. The One. But their hot and cold romance leaves Dusty confused:
why does it feel right one moment and wrong the next? It doesn't make sense--until the day
Dusty meets Archer's identical twin, Asher, and realizes he's been seeing them both. Asher
Kyriakides dreams of being a fashion photographer, but he's stuck with a job he hates and an
irresponsible playboy brother whose habits drive him absolutely insane, especially when he
finds out Archer is dating the cute little blond Asher can't seem to forget. Torn between loyalty
and desire, Asher does nothing but try to warn Dusty away. But when Archer finally goes too
far, Dusty turns to Asher for comfort, and Asher knows he can't refuse. It isn't long before they
realize they're falling fast, but more than one thing stands in their way, not the least of which is
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Archer, who isn't quite ready to stop being a thorn in his brother's side.
"I've loved every one of Susanna's books! She has bedrock research and a butterfly's delicate
touch with characters—sure recipe for historical fiction that sucks you in and won't let go!"—
DIANA GABALDON, #1 New York Times bestselling author of Outlander An Ancient Castle, a
Tragic Love, and a Web of Secrets Begins to Unravel... Emily Braden has stopped believing in
fairy tales and happy endings. When her fascinating but unreliable cousin Harry invites her on
a holiday to explore the legendary own of Chinon, and promptly disappears—well, that's Harry
for you. As Emily makes the acquaintance of Chinon and its people, she begins to uncover
dark secrets beneath the charm. Legend has it that during a thirteenth-century siege of the
castle that looms over the city, Queen Isabelle, child bride of King John, hid a "treasure of
great price." And in the last days of the German occupation during World War II, another
Isabelle living in Chinon, a girl whose love for an enemy soldier went tragically awry. As the
dangers of the past become disastrously real, Emily is drawn ever more deeply into a labyrinth
of mystery as twisted as the streets and tunnels of the ancient town itself. Don't miss the next
enchanting novel from Susanna Kearsley, Bellewether, coming August 2018! Other bestselling
books by Susanna Kearsley: The Winter Sea A Desperate Fortune The Firebird
One of Buzzfeed's 39 Excellent LGBTQ Books To Read This Month And Always THEIR LOVE
STORY CAPTIVATED THE WORLD…THE CROWN PRINCE AND THAT GUY FROM NEW
YORK When a lonely American event planner starts dating the gay Prince of Wales, a royal
uproar ensues: is it true love or the ultimate meme? Find out in this hilarious romantic comedy.
After having his heart trampled on by his cheating ex, Carter Ogden is afraid love just isn’t in
the cards for him. He still holds out hope in a tiny corner of his heart, but even in his wildest
dreams he never thought he’d meet the Crown Prince of England, much less do a lot more
with him. Yes, growing up he’d fantasized about the handsome, openly gay Prince Edgar, but
who hadn’t? When they meet by chance at an event Carter’s boss is organizing, Carter’s
sure he imagined all that sizzling chemistry. Or was it mutual? This unlikely but meant-to-be
romance sets off media fireworks on both sides of the Atlantic. With everyone having an
opinion on their relationship and the intense pressure of being constantly in the spotlight,
Carter finds ferocious obstacles to his Happily Ever After, including the tenacious disapproval
of the Queen of England. Carter and Price Edgar fight for a happy ending to equal their
glorious international beginning. It’s a match made on Valentine’s Day and in tabloid heaven.
Dr. Wyatt Case is never happier than when he's walking the halls of his history museum.
Playing wingman for his best friend at Gravedigger's Tavern throws him way out of his comfort
zone, but not as much as the eccentric man behind the bar, Ash Lucroix. Within hours, Wyatt
and Ash are hooked. But strange things are afoot at Gravedigger's, and after a knock to the
head, Ash starts seeing things that can't be explained by old appliances or faulty wiring.
From the author of the New York Times bestseller All the Bright Places—soon to be a Netflix
film starring Elle Fanning—comes a spellbinding story of a secret mission and dangerous
passion in World War II Paris. After delivering a B-17 Flying Fortress to Britain, an American
volunteers to copilot a plane carrying special agents to their drop spot over Normandy. Her
personal mission: to find her brother, who is missing in action. After her plane is shot down,
though, she’s on the run for her life. In Paris, the beautiful aviatrix Velva Jean Hart becomes
Clementine Roux, a daring woman on an epic adventure with her team to capture an operative
known only as “Swan.” Once settled on Rue de la Néva, Clementine works as a spy with the
Resistance and finds herself falling in love with her fellow agent, Émile, a handsome and
mysterious Frenchman with secrets of his own. When Clementine ends up in the most brutal
prison in Paris, trying to help Émile and the team rescue Swan, she discovers the depths of
human cruelty, the triumph of her own spirit, and the bravery of her team, who will stop at
nothing to carry out their mission. Readers of 22 Britannia Road, The Postmistress, and Suite
Francaise will cherish Becoming Clementine—a romantic World War II adventure told from the
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perspective of a courageous and beautiful heroine.
Wanted: One roommate to share a 3-bedroom house, split the rent, and ideally not be the guy I
can’t stop thinking about. I’m a man with too many secrets, so the last thing I need is a new
roommate with a sexy smile and blue eyes that see right through me. Eight years ago,
Roderick left town after high school. We’re not friends. I owe him nothing. But back then, I let
one of my secrets slip, and he’s the only one who noticed. Part of me knows I should run far,
far away. But the other part wants him to come upstairs and spend the night. But if I let him in, I
could lose everything. Seeking: a room to rent in town. I’m tidy, have no pets, and I will feed
you homemade bread. I should probably add: Gay AF, and has no filter. It’s no wonder my
new landlord is so wary of me. A smarter man would ignore those hot glances from Kieran
Shipley. The broody lumberjack wants more from me than another homemade pretzel, but if I
push my luck, I’ll end up back on the street. Too bad I’ve never been smart with my heart…
Passionate, sexy, and emotional, Roommate brings all the feels and all the delicious heat!
Lauren Blakely, #1 NYT Bestselling Author of One Time Only You'll want to curl up with this
page turner all night long! New York Times bestselling author Kendall Ryan ********** For fans
of: Annabeth Albert, Trina Solet, Jay Bell, J.M. Snyder, Devon Cross, T.J. Lorenzo, Eden
Finley, L.A. Witt, Alexis Hall, Garrett Leigh, Eli Easton, Elle Kennedy, Casey McQuiston.
********** Keywords: roommates to lovers, Vermont, baker, rancher, mm romance, m/m
romance, gay romance, MM romance, male male romance, lgbtq romance, queer romance,
childhood enemies to lovers, small town romance.

?You’re cordially invited to the wedding of Maximoff Hale & Farrow Keene, and
according to Celebrity Crush—the ceremony for this American prince and his tattooed
bodyguard is going to be the event of the century. There will be no wedding crashers.
Including but not limited to: hateful people, rabid fans, nosy paparazzi, and other socalled media. There will be no drama. None whatsoever. Because when you put three
famous families and their hot bodyguards together, nothing will go down. There will be
no fighting. No brawls, fists flying, verbal slingshots, or rifts that tear into craters. Lovers
only! Everything will be perfect. Nothing will go amiss during the happiest, most
anticipated occasion of the year. But then again… They don't call it the Hale Curse for
nothing.
"Cut & Run Series Book Four - Sequel to Fish & Chips" Baltimore, Maryland, is a city in
alarming distress. Rising violence is fanning the flames of public outrage, and all law
enforcement agencies, including the FBI, are catching blame. Thus the FBI's latest
ideas to improve public relations: a municipal softball league and workshops for
community leaders. But the new commitments just mean more time Special Agents Ty
Grady and Zane Garrett have to spend apart when they're happily exploring how to be
more than by-the-book partners. Then the latest spate of crime explodes in their facesliterally-throwing the city, the Bureau, and Ty and Zane's volatile partnership both in
and out of the office into chaos. They're hip-deep in trouble, trying to track down
bombers and bank robbers in the dark with very few clues, and the only way to reach
the light at the end of the tunnel together requires Ty and Zane to close their eyes and
trust each other to the fiery end.
By the close of 1882 in the American West, the line between heroes and villains is
narrow. Total chaos is staved off only by the few who take the law at its word and risk
their lives to uphold it. But in the West, the rules aren't always played according to
Hoyle. US Marshals Eli Flynn and William Henry Washington--longtime friends and
colleagues--are escorting two prisoners to New Orleans for trial when they discover
there's more than outlawry to the infamous shootist Dusty Rose and the enigmatic man
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known as Cage. As the two prisoners form an unlikely partnership, the marshals can't
help but look closer at their own. When forces beyond the marshals' control converge
on the paddle wheeler they've hired to take them downriver, they must choose between
two dangers: playing by the rules at any cost, or trusting the very men they are meant
to bring to justice. (This title is a revised and edited second edition, with minor new
additions, of According to Hoyle, originally published elsewhere.)
?Don’t date your bodyguard. ?It was the one rule he had to break. Maximoff Hale is a
force of nature. A ship unwilling to be steered. Headstrong, resilient, and wholly
responsible — the twenty-two-year-old alpha billionaire can handle his unconventional
life. By noon, lunch can turn into a mob of screaming fans. By two, his face is all over
the internet. Born into one of the most famous families in the country, his celebrity
status began at birth. He is certified American royalty. When he’s assigned a new 24/7
bodyguard, he comes face-to-face with the worst case scenario: being attached to the
tattooed, MMA-trained, Yale graduate who’s known for “going rogue” in the security
team — and who fills 1/3 of Maximoff's sexual fantasies. Twenty-seven-year-old Farrow
Keene has one job: protect Maximoff Hale. Flirting, dating, and hot sex falls far, far out
of the boundary of his bodyguard duties and into “termination” territory. But when
feelings surface, protecting the sexy-as-sin, stubborn celebrity becomes increasingly
complicated. ? Together, boundaries blur, and being exposed could mean catastrophic
consequences for both.
Cut & Run Series Book Three: Sequel to Sticks & Stones Special Agents Ty Grady and
Zane Garrett are back on the job, settled into a personal and professional relationship
built on fierce protectiveness and blistering passion. Now they're assigned to
impersonate two members of an international smuggling ring-an out-and-proud married
couple-on a Christmas cruise in the Caribbean. As their boss says, surely they'd rather
kiss each other than be shot at, and he has no idea how right he is. Portraying the
wealthy criminals requires a particular change in attitude from Ty and Zane while
dealing with the frustrating waiting game of their assignment. As it begins to affect how
they treat each other in private, Ty and Zane realize there's more to being partners than
watching each other's backs, and when the case takes an unexpected turn and
threatens Ty's life, Ty and Zane will have to navigate seas of white lies and stormy
secrets, including some of their own.
"Vidya, a rebellious young dancer and motherless daughter, comes of age in 1960s and
70s Bombay"-At Score, Miami's hottest gay bar, friends Ray Martinez, Ted Williams, and Brian
Andrews look for true love, a deeper connection, and a love god during one wild year in
South Beach. Original.
The brother known as Hound has a reputation. He’s all about cracking heads, having a
good time, and when the Chaos Motorcycle Club needs someone to do the tough job,
they call on him. But Hound has a secret. He fell in love with a woman years ago.
She’s untouchable. Unattainable. And even when her status changes, for Hound, it
remains the same. Keely Black had it all early and lost it all not long after. Thrown into
an abyss of loss and grief, she’s faced a life of raising two sons alone and battling the
rage at all that had been ripped from them. And why. Words spoken in anger open
Hound’s and Keely’s eyes. For Hound, he sees he’s wasted his life loving the wrong
woman. Keely sees she’s wasting her life not opening herself to the love of a good
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man.
?His Bodyguard. His Love. Maverick, know-it-all bodyguard Farrow Keene knows publicly
dating American royalty comes with a great cost. Everyone wants a piece of their relationship.
And as a protective boyfriend, he’s not here for the malicious hands that grab at their love life
and seek to rip them apart. But Farrow is confident — he’s confident that he could’ve never
prepared for the storm to come. Keep him safe. Maximoff Hale isn’t a big fan of change. And
to regain the charity CEO position he lost, he agrees to a task that he’s always rejected. One
that could uproot his unconventional world. But Maximoff is afraid — he’s afraid of the
consequences that could destroy his boyfriend and his family. Keep him safe. Changes are on
the horizon. Big. Messy. Complicated. Changes. Maximoff & Farrow will fight for their forever.
And with every breath, they promise that their love story won’t end here. ?
Nick O'Flaherty and Kelly Abbott had their happy ending in sight when a friend's call for help
almost ended with them losing it to the blade of a knife. Now, in the aftermath of near-disaster,
both men are trying to heal and move on. Moving on together, though, is harder than either of
them realized it would be. Kelly struggles with simply being a lover instead of the Doc, while
Nick is mired in his recovery. The distance between them inches along in stilted silence.
Desperately seeking solace, Nick finally gathers the courage to sort through the possessions
his dear friend and fellow Sidewinder teammate Elias Sanchez left him when he died. Instead
of comforting memories, Nick and Kelly find a stack of letters and strict instructions from Eli
that prompt them to send out a call for assistance. With Eli's letters in hand, Sidewinder sets
out on one last mission together, seeking peace and absolution from beyond the grave-and
from each other.
A Handsome Devil 1762. James Sherbourne, Earl of Whitney, is a gambling man. Not for the
money. But for the thrill, the danger--and the company: Whit has become one of the infamous
Hellraisers, losing himself in the chase for adventure and pleasure with his four closest friends.
Which was how Whit found himself in a gypsy encampment, betting against a lovely Romani
girl. Zora Grey's smoky voice and sharp tongue entrance Whit nearly as much as her clever
hands--watching them handle cards inspires thoughts of another kind. . . Zora can't explain her
attraction to the careless blue-eyed Whit. She also can't stop him and his Hellraisers from a
fiendish curse: the power to grant their own hearts' desires, to chase their pleasures from the
merely debauched to the truly diabolical. And if Zora can't save Whit, she still has to escape
him. . . Praise for Zoë Archer and Her Novels "Archer's nimbly written characters inhabit a
world that's at once both elegant and earthy--a most excellent feat." --Shana Abé "A grand
mistress of the historical paranormal." --Romantic Times
A promise made: When Ezra Green sits next to Monroe Friedman in their high school English
class, friendship blooms into first love, and even Ezra moving to California won’t keep them
apart. Ezra promises Roe that once he finishes college, he’ll come home and the two will be
together. In the meantime they’ll write and keep in touch. Nothing has to change. A promise
broken: After months of unanswered letters, Roe makes one final attempt to contact Ezra with
disastrous results. Ezra will never be his and he needs to move on.Now, more than twenty
years later, Ezra has come home. He doesn’t know why Roe stopped writing, but he’s
determined to find out. But Roe won’t talk to him and Ezra doesn’t understand why. After all,
Roe is the one who cut off contact. Isn’t he? The promise of what is meant to be: When Roe’s
beloved grandmother suffers a stroke, the past becomes the present, and Ezra comes up with
a plan. Pretending to be together to make an old lady happy should be no big deal, but after an
unexpected explosive night together, decades-old secrets and lies are exposed, shattering
Roe’s control and Ezra’s heart. Is first love only a dream and a promise merely words, or are
Ezra and Roe meant to last a lifetime? This can be read as a stand alone but you'll revisit
several characters from book one, as well as other series
When Nick O'Flaherty arrives at the scene of a double homicide to find he has a witness to the
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crime, he thinks it's his lucky day. But when he realizes his witness is suffering from amnesia
and can't even remember his own name, Nick wishes he'd gone with his gut and put in for
vacation time. Then Nick's boyfriend and former Recon teammate, Kelly Abbott, joins him in
Boston, and Nick finds his hands a little too full as the case and his personal life collide. The
witness he's dubbed "JD" is being tailed by Julian Cross, a retired CIA hitman. To complicate
matters further, JD forms an attachment to Nick that Nick struggles not to respond to as they
search for the key to JD's identity. Trying to determine whether JD is friend or foe as they
investigate the crime puts them on the trail of a much older mystery. When multiple attempts
are made on their lives, Nick is forced to turn to old enemies and new allies to solve a
centuries-old crime before he and Kelly get added to the history books.
Rocked to the core by traitors and spies, the Organization brings together six highly trained
men to track down one rogue wolf: The Archer. The men discover there's more to life than the
next assignment, and it's up to them to determine the real traitor. (Adult Fiction)
Ten years after graduation, Jake "the jock" Campbell and Brandon "the nerd" Bartlett are
teaching at their old high school. High school is all about image, even for the teachers, and the
two have to get past their preconceived notions to find the friendship needed to work together.
(Adult Fiction)
After having their faces plastered across the news during a high-profile case, FBI Special
Agents Ty Grady and Zane Garrett have become more useful to the Bureau posing for photo
ops than working undercover. Just as Zane is beginning to consider retirement a viable option,
Ty receives a distress call from a friend, leading them to a city rife with echoes from the past.
New Orleans wears its history on its streets, and it's the one place Ty's face could get him
killed. Surrounded by trouble as soon as they land, Ty and Zane are swiftly confronted with a
past from which Ty can't hide — one with a surprising connection to Zane's. As threats close in
from all directions, both men must come to terms with the lives they've led and the lies they've
told. They soon discover that not all their secrets are out yet, and nothing lasts forever.

By showing that kitchen skill, and not budget, is the key to great food, Good and
Cheap will help you eat well—really well—on the strictest of budgets. Created for
people who have to watch every dollar—but particularly those living on the U.S.
food stamp allotment of $4.00 a day—Good and Cheap is a cookbook filled with
delicious, healthful recipes backed by ideas that will make everyone who uses it
a better cook. From Spicy Pulled Pork to Barley Risotto with Peas, and from
Chorizo and White Bean Ragù to Vegetable Jambalaya, the more than 100
recipes maximize every ingredient and teach economical cooking methods.
There are recipes for breakfasts, soups and salads, lunches, snacks, big batch
meals—and even desserts, like crispy, gooey Caramelized Bananas. Plus there
are tips on shopping smartly and the minimal equipment needed to cook
successfully. And when you buy one, we give one! With every copy of Good and
Cheap purchased, the publisher will donate a free copy to a person or family in
need. Donated books will be distributed through food charities, nonprofits, and
other organizations. You can feel proud that your purchase of this book supports
the people who need it most, giving them the tools to make healthy and delicious
food. An IACP Cookbook Awards Winner.
A series of murders in New York City has stymied the police and FBI alike, and
they suspect the culprit is a single killer sending an indecipherable message. But
when the two federal agents assigned to the investigation are taken out, the FBI
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takes a more personal interest in the case. Special Agent Ty Grady is pulled out
of undercover work after his case blows up in his face. He's cocky, abrasive, and
indisputably the best at what he does. But when he's paired with Special Agent
Zane Garrett, it's hate at first sight. Garrett is the perfect image of an agent:
serious, sober, and focused, which makes their partnership a classic cliche: total
opposites, good cop-bad cop, the odd couple. They both know immediately that
their partnership will pose more of an obstacle than the lack of evidence left by
the murderer. Practically before their special assignment starts, the murderer
strikes again - this time at them. Now on the run, trying to track down a man who
has focused on killing his pursuers, Grady and Garrett will have to figure out how
to work together before they become two more notches in the murderer's knife."
Home from their unexpected deployment, the former members of Marine Force
Recon team Sidewinder rejoin their loved ones and try to pick up the pieces of
the lives they were forced to leave behind. Ty Grady comes home to Zane
Garrett, only to find that everything around him has changed-even the men he
went to war with. He barely has time to adjust before his brother, Deuce, asks Ty
to be his best man. But that isn't all Deuce asks Ty to do, and Ty must call for
backup to deal with the business issues of Deuce's future father-in-law. Nick
O'Flaherty and Kelly Abbott join Ty and Zane at the wedding on an island in
Scotland, thinking they're there to assuage Deuce's paranoia. But when bodies
start dropping and boats start sinking, the four men get more involved with the
festivities than they'd ever planned to. With the clock ticking and the killer just as
stuck on the isolated island as they are, Ty and Zane must navigate a veritable
minefield of family, friends, and foes to stop the whole island from being
destroyed.
After leaving a trail of terror and death in his wake, the notorious "Missouri"
Boone Jennings finally meets his match in San Francisco when US marshal
Ambrose Shaw catches up to him. The story of his capture, and the marshal's
bravery, has already become legend back east by the time Pinkerton inspector
Ezra Johns gets off the train from New York City to testify in the murderer's trial.
When Ambrose is unable to give witness to the evils he's seen, Ezra becomes
their lone hope for putting Jennings in a noose. But if Ezra thinks that's his
biggest problem, he's got plenty to learn about life — and the afterlife — in the
spirited West. Fortunately, Ambrose is there to assist, and more than happy to
oblige Ezra — in the courtroom or the bedroom. He spent his life bringing justice
to the Wild West, and if he has a say in it, that's how he'll be spending his death
too.
Cameron Jacobs is an open book. He considers himself a common waiter with
normal friends, boring hobbies, harmless dogs, and nothing even resembling a
secret... except a crush on a tall, dark, devastatingly handsome man who dines
alone at his restaurant on Tuesday nights. All it takes is one passionate night with
Julian Cross to turn Cameron's world on its head. Julian's love and devotion are
all Cameron could have hoped for and more. But when his ordinary life meets
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and clashes with Julian's extraordinary lifestyle, Cameron discovers that trust and
fear can go hand in hand, and love is just a step away from danger.
A pair of working man novellas from the authors that wrote Caught Running.
Under Contract Site foreman Ted Lucas moved to Birmingham, leaving a full life
behind, only to discover something - someone - to look forward to. Assistant Nick
Cooper catches his eye, and even more incredibly, Lucas's heart, all without a
word. When Lucas finds out Cooper's asked to be transferred, he bites the bullet
and admits his feelings. Intrigued, Cooper offers Lucas one night to figure out if
that love could possibly be real. Over the Road Truck driver Elliot Cochran meets
'McLean' while talking on the CB and strikes up an unusual friendship. One
evening, McLean tells Elliot he needs to go find some companionship, and so
Elliot meets Jimmy Vaughan - and has one of the best nights in his life. Before
long Elliot faces a decision about sharing his life: Does he choose McLean, the
best friend he's never met, or Jimmy, the man who thrills him beyond belief?
1885, East London Abigail and Gideon are under siege. Noxious fogs have been
bringing their clinic waves of indigent patients with inexplicable symptoms, telling
wild tales of a demonic presence in the fog. If that’s not enough, someone wants
the clinic for themselves, and they’re using the force of law to get it. On the other
side of town, heiress Meg Eisenstadt and her brother Nat live a life of wellintentioned aimless luxury. She dabbles in social justice causes and he pursues
alchemy. And in a secret lab in the depths of Whitechapel, disgraced physician
Jin Wylie attempts to rebuild his shattered life by performing dubious research for
a shadowy cabal. They live in separate worlds on different trajectories until the
mysterious fiend in the fog brings them together. Abigail and Meg discover a
shared passion for social justice, and for one another. But where does that leave
her plans with Gideon? And what of the future of the clinic? Gideon has his own
monster. Can he keep it in check without Abigail’s constant presence? Does Dr.
Wylie’s research hold the solution to Gideon’s problems, or is it the cause of
them? And could Nat’s own dabblings be the key to defeating the vicious killer in
the fog?
Left alone in Baltimore after his unpredictable lover bails, Special Agent Zane
Garrett takes his frustration out on everything in his path until he is ordered to
Chicago to back up an undercover operative. When he gets there, though, he
finds himself face to face with his wayward partner, Special Agent Ty Grady.
They have to deal with the uncertainty lingering between them while they work to
retrieve their intended mark, a retired hit man and CIA wet-works operative
named Julian Cross.
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